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Abstract
Overview of research, users,
identified problem, & design solution
For more information:
Caroline DeWick
dewick@id.iit.edu
906.630.6309

About
Training in ethnographic fieldwork can
take years to learn and a lifetime to
master. It involves rigorous note-taking,
training your senses to be constantly
alert, maintaining focus, an openness to
engaging with strangers, and especially,
the ability to watch closely.
A semester-long sociology course, called
Exercises in Behavioral Observation,
provided me a varied toolset to begin this
lifelong skill development. My subjects
for the course were the gorillas of the
Regenstein Center for African Apes (RCAA)
at the Lincoln Park Zoo (LPZ) in Chicago,
IL. Classes were held every Tuesday
morning for 3 hours, August through
December. The explorations and results of
that class will be the sum of this paper.
Objective
The challenge and the goal was to log
nine weeks of focused ethnographic
observations in order to create a
knowingly limited fieldwork database.
Then, after careful analysis and datadeconstruction, the aim was to discover
opportunity for innovation and develop a
viable design concept and solution.
Methods
Sessions focused on:
»» temporal observations
»» spatial mapping
»» spacio-temporal mapping
»» power expressions
»» structured sessions
»» unstructured sessions
Reports and reading dissected:
»» time-sequence-duration
»» relationships, hierarchy
»» activities, behaviors
»» preferences, power
»» distances, privacy
Subjects
For the majority of this class, my
observations sessions were on the
recently introduced bachelor troop:
Umande, Mosi, Amare, and Azizi; ages
6-9. Their habitat is the Dry Riverbed
Valley at the RCAA.
Problem
The bachelors are having trouble
socializing as a group of 4. The tension

and stress of determining rank, while
looking out for personal safety, has
significantly decreased the amount of
playful activity. Physical and emotional
wellbeing may be at stake if play doesn’t
return. What can bring it back?
Solution Concept
A positive-reinforcement toy that
requires 2 or more gorillas to interact
simultaneously in order to receive a treat:

Details
The above illustration depicts a tubular
device to be mounted on the fence
separating the main bachelor habitat
from the adjacent holding enclosure,
no more than 36” from the ground. This
specific location would allow for safe
initial training by zookeepers, followed by
hopeful adoption and interaction between
Azizi and the other bachelors. It also
accommodates the sight-line and reach
of the gorillas. The device would have at
least 2 feeder tubes, with potential for 4
and be made of a nontoxic poly carbonate.
Gorillas turn the handles clockwise or
counterclockwise until they successfully
align the symbols on the tube exterior.
Only when symbols align on all feeder
tubes would the treat reservoir release
a surprise to each of the gorillas. Treats
could include small fruit, like grapes or
berries, gorilla biscuits, sliced carrots,
and other foods that are allowed in the
bachelors’ diet. Similarly, treats could
include musical items that whistle or buzz,
flowers buds, or another toy loaded with
peanut butter or other delight.
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Research
Objective
Research process and methods,
project focus, problem introduction
About
Training in ethnographic fieldwork can
take years to learn and a lifetime to
master. It involves rigorous note-taking,
training your senses to be constantly
alert, maintaining focus, an openness to
engaging with strangers, and especially,
the ability to watch closely.
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A semester-long sociology course, called
Exercises in Behavioral Observation,
provided me a varied toolset to begin this
lifelong skill development. My subjects
for the course were the gorillas of the
Regenstein Center for African Apes (RCAA)
at the Lincoln Park Zoo (LPZ) in Chicago,
IL. Classes were held every Tuesday
morning for 3 hours, August through
December. The explorations and results of
that class will be the sum of this paper.
Objective
The challenge and the goal was to log
nine weeks of focused ethnographic
observations in order to create a
knowingly limited fieldwork database.
Then, after careful analysis and datadeconstruction, the aim was to discover
opportunity for innovation and develop a
viable design concept and solution.
Methods
Sessions focused on:
»» temporal observations
»» spatial mapping
»» spacio-temporal mapping
»» power expressions
»» structured sessions
»» unstructured sessions
Reports and readings dissected:
»» time-sequence-duration
»» relationships, hierarchy
»» activities, behaviors
»» preferences, power
»» distances, privacy
Tools
»» Field notebook & pens
»» Canon PowerShot SD960 camera
»» Cannon Ti4 Rebel DSLR
»» HTC Incredible phone camera
»» Stopwatch

Subjects
For the majority of this class, my
observations sessions were on the
recently introduced bachelor troop:
Umande, Mosi, Amare, and Azizi; ages
6-9. Their habitat is the Dry Riverbed
Valley at the RCAA.
Adjacent
cage for
introductions
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Visitor
viewing area

- Walls are muraled to look
like forest
- Large stalks of “bamboo”
go floor to ceiling throughout
enclosure
- Nets / hammocks above
- Faux vines in upper canopy
- One central tree
- Various enrichment items for
food and play throughout

Central tree

Fenced
Opening

Visitor
viewing area

Stumps for
perching
Big pipe

Door to
Outdoor Habitat

Glass

Door to
Outdoor Habitat

Problem
The bachelors are having trouble
socializing as a group of 4. The tension
and stress of determining rank, while
looking out for personal safety, has
significantly decreased the amount of
playful activity.
Azizi is secluded in a separate enclosure
with limited time in the main habitat. He
faces this separation due to aggressive
behavior and bloody fighting with Mosi
and Umande. Once Azizi’s companion,
Amare is now very close with Umande,
also once close with Mosi. These
drastic relationship changes are further
complicated with Umande trying to pose
as leader, igniting more rage in watchful
Azizi.
Physical and emotional wellbeing may be
at stake if play doesn’t return. What can
bring it back?

* Bachelor photos from lpzoo.org
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Data
Assessment
Shortcomings and successes of
collected data
Shortcomings
Nine weeks of hour long observations
does not make me an expert on these
males, how often they play, with whom,
and why. Weekly, and at around the same
time, my observations were mostly limited
to post-breakfast zoo-opening hours with
the occasional weekend or afternoon visit.
Knowing the frequency, duration, and
extent of playful activity would be
impossible to fully comprehend without
round-the-clock (or at least more frequent
and at more times throughout the day)
observation for longer than 2 1/2 months.
It is also difficult to assess the effect that
crowd density and season-change have on
the gorilla’s play activities without logging
behaviors and relationships over a year
or more. Whether or not other factors like
diet, habitat features, other enrichment
devices, or behind-the-scenes interactions
positively or negatively effect playful
behavior is also unknown at this point.
I also had no interaction with zoo staff, so
I am not aware of the measures they are
taking to socialize the males beyond what
I can see within the enclosure at certain
times of the day.
I was, however, able to see rowdy play
happen twice, in comparison to quiet
nonplayful behavior on 5 other occasions.
The first instance of play happened prior
to the two pairs being introduced. It
was light-hearted, non-aggressive, and
involved long spurts of activity between
Mosi and Umande, the younger set of
bachelors. Though Mosi initiated, they
would take turns being the chaser and
chasee, lightly tapping the glass, stumps,
or each other’s backs during their game.
Initiating play was easy and commenced
immediately; lasting for 5-10 minutes, 3-4
times per hour. Both indoor and outdoor
activity occurred, but only on the lower
ground level.
The second instance occurred after
the pairs were introduced. This time,
observation of play was very aggressive,
almost to the point of being harmful. Mosi
and Umande were the main participants,

with Amare trying to stay out of the way
and Azizi in seclusion. Play escalated to
pulling fur, hitting, biting, and forcefully
grabbing. It occurred exclusively indoors,
all mid or upper level for upwards of
20 minutes/hour. This behavior ceased
when Azizi was released into the adjacent
holding enclosure.
Successes
I was able to observe two instances of
play that were quite different from one
another. In each instance, I was able to
note how long play lasted and how many
times it occurred within an hour. I was
also able to see who participated, who
initiated, and who was left out (both in
times of play and during observations
where no play occurred).
In observing the habitat itself, I was able
to note how play is different when in the
lower section compared to the mid and
upper levels. Lower level play was more
carefree, while mid and upper level play
were tactful, deliberate, and much more
physically demanding.
I was also able to see what body parts
and language are used in play verses at
rest. Hands and arms serve as both noisemakers and attention-grabbers, as well
as defense and fighting weapons. Teeth
are shown when play escalates to a more
aggressive level and eye contact becomes
more frequent and emboldened.
I was able to note what objects or parts of
the habitat were used in play and which
were considered off-limits. Wood wool
is used as a disguise, distraction tool,
and even positioned as protection from
another. Natural elements from outside,
like loose bark and small bushes, were
used to make noise and catapult with a
fist to catch another’s eye. Blankets were
only used for comfort or security and
indoor stumps and glass were only used
by Mosi and Umande before introductions
during play.
Overall, I saw how the environment and
atmosphere changed when the bachelors
went from a pair of 2 to a troop of 4.
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Data
Assessment
Identifying the problem and the goal
for further investigation
Before bachelor introductions
Playful games of tag, running in circles,
exploring outdoors

After bachelor introduction
Aggression, hitting, upper level wrestling
and seclusion for Azizi
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Opportunity Space
The drastic difference in play behavior
amongst the bachelors drove me to
the topic of play and how to get them
to interact less aggressively, more
inclusively. I believe leveraging play with
positive reinforcement could also help
introduce Azizi to the other 3 with more
success (especially since Jello and other
snacks or games are already being used
by keepers to draw the 3 to his cage).

Goal
My goal is to reintroduce play as a fun way
to pass time, get exercise, and bond with
one another (and receive a treat for good
behavior). I want to stimulate their brains
while coaxing them into close proximity
with one another. I believe this will
gradually lead to trust, friendships, and
calmer assertions of leadership.

Lack of play, or the escalation of the
tension behind it, has had an effect on
the socialization of the boys and their
willingness to accept one another as
companions or leaders. It seems they are
getting very aggressive about establishing
rank and this focus has blurred the fact
that they are young adolescents who
should also have a bit of fun.
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Design
Concept
Exploring an opportunity space and
plotting possible solutions

1.

2.

Solution Concept
A positive-reinforcement toy that
requires 2 or more gorillas to interact
simultaneously in order to receive a treat.
Details
The above illustration depicts a tubular
device to be mounted on the fence
separating the main bachelor habitat
from the adjacent holding enclosure,
no more than 36” from the ground. This
specific location would allow for safe
initial training by zookeepers, followed by
hopeful adoption and interaction between
Azizi and the other bachelors. It also
accommodates the sight-line and reach
of the gorillas. The device would have
at least 2 feeder tubes, with potential
for 4 and be made of a nontoxic poly

3.
carbonate. It could also be fashioned to
attach to other surfaces in the enclosure if
necessary.
Function
Gorillas turn the handles clockwise or
counterclockwise until they successfully
align the symbols on the tube exterior.
Only when symbols align on all feeder
tubes would the treat reservoir release
a surprise to each of the gorillas. The
reservoir releases 1 treat per use and
handles spring back to starting position
on release. Treats include small fruits,
gorilla biscuits, sliced carrots, and other
foods allowed in the bachelors’ diet.
Similarly, treats could include musical
items that whistle or buzz, flowers buds,
edible glitter, etc.
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Design
Concept
Justification, intensions, and
consequences of the design

Justifications
This design should meet the goal it is
designed for: reintroducing play as a fun
way to pass time, get exercise, and bond
with one another. Several facets of the
design should enforce and reflect this,
especially the following:

»» requires teamwork, solo puzzle-solving
will not work

»» requires critical thinking and problem
solving, not aggressive gorilla-play

»» reinforces good behavior with a healthy
snack or fun reward

»» requires gorillas be close to one

another, but still at a social distance

together in a non-aggressive, fun
manner to reach a common goal
»» enhance problem-solving skills
»» positively reward cooperative behavior
»» build trusting relationships between the
gorillas so they can learn to depend
on one another, not fight each other
»» build mutually fruitful relationships
between gorillas where none exists
»» include troop members who are
currently deemed as outcasts and
reverse that social standing
»» serve as example to other zoos and
animal groups

gorillas bonding

Consequences
Though designed for the developmental
good and progression of the gorillas, this
toy is not a perfect prototype and may
consequently:

how to use toy

»» cause more competitiveness / fighting
»» promote abuse of the positive

»» includes those secluded in adjacent
enclosure

»» builds cooperation skills and leads to
»» engineered to be cheat-proof
»» keepers able to easily help gorillas learn
»» made of non-toxic, affordable materials
»» can be filled at keepers’ discretion
Intentions
The principles behind the design and
function of this toy include the positive
social development of the 4 bachelors at
the RCAA. Other intensions include:

»» encourage gorillas to cooperate

reinforcement

»» further induce exclusion or seclusion of
certain troop members

»» be ignored / be too simple
»» be used as a destructive instrument if
not tied-down / attached to habitat
properly
»» cause over-eating
»» lose the interest of the gorillas after a
few interactions
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Stakeholder
Analysis
Entities, internal or external, directly or
indirectly affected by design concept
Stakeholders
Several entities will be affected by the
creation and implementation of this
device. Those internal; like the gorillas
and the zookeepers that work with them
daily, and external; the national zoo
community and general public, have
different levels of power, urgency, and
legitimacy when it comes to the success
of the project. These three categories
were developed by Mitchell, Agle, and

Wood representing the salient model
of stakeholder analysis. I chose this
particular model in order to better
understand the priority and level of
particular stakeholders and thus select a
proper communication approach for each
group. Each category and sub category
is first defined, followed by a diagram
that shows the seven areas of overlap.
Stakeholders are then matched to each
of the seven categories and ranked.

Stakeholder Attributes: Power, Urgency, and Legitimacy
Based on Mitchell, Agle, & Wood’s Salient Model (1997)

Power

Urgency

Legitimacy

Power in terms of a stakeholder is defined as a person or entity having the authority
and ability to produce an effect and influence others. This is an important position and
can determine whether or not a project gets implemented.
Urgency in terms of stakeholders can be looked at as which person or entity requires
implementation due to time sensitivity and critical needs. This circle often includes
the people or things most directly affected by the project.
Legitimacy pertains to the stakeholders who are concerned with the desirability,
properness and appropriateness of the project. These entities are usually more
objective about project implementation.
Stakeholder Categories from overlap of Power, Urgency, and Legitimacy
Based on Mitchell, Agle, & Wood’s Salient Model (1997)

Low Priority

1. Dormant stakeholders have power to impose their will on others but they miss
legitimacy and urgency. Therefore their power remains dormant. Tip: keep these
stakeholders informed.
2. Discretionary stakeholders posses legitimate claims, but have no power to influence
the organization nor urgent claims. Tip: Involve them only when really necessary.
3. Demanding stakeholders have urgent claims, but neither power nor legitimacy to
enforce them. Tip: Be careful not to invest too much time in them; there are more
important stakeholders.
4. Dominant stakeholders have both power and legitimate claims in the organization
giving them strong influence in the project. Tip: Keep them informed.
5. Dangerous stakeholders have power and urgency, but lack of legitimacy. They may
resort to coercion and even violence. Tip: Keep these stakeholders appropriately
engaged or satisfied.
6. Dependent stakeholders lack power, but have urgent and legitimate claims.
Tip: Manage this relationship carefully because they can easily choose to align with
other stakeholders and hence influence your project.

Salient Model information:
http://virk.wordpress.com/2010/03/23/
salience-model-stakeholder-analysis/

High Priority

7. Definite stakeholders have power, legitimacy and urgency, and therefore they need to
be communicated with. Tip: Be clear, informative, and available for these stakeholders.
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Stakeholder
Analysis
Users impacted most by design
concept implementation
Stakeholder Analysis
Based on Mitchell, Agle, & Wood’s Salient Model (1997)

Power
1
dormant

5

4

dangerous

dominant

7
definitive

3

demanding

dependent

Urgency

Stakeholder Matching
Based on Mitchell, Agle, & Wood’s
Salient Model (1997)
Low Priority

1. Dormant stakeholders: Mayor’s office
who oversee fund allocation and tax
dollars
2. Discretionary stakeholders: those
performing research at the zoo, PETA
3. Demanding stakeholders: other
gorillas, other zoos and their staff
4. Dominant stakeholders: LPZ keepers,
Association of Zoos & Aquariums
5. Dangerous stakeholders: financial
department and management at LPZ - very
strict about budgets, timing, funding, etc.
Also visitors - they bring business and
money, the zoo relies on them.
6. Dependent stakeholders: Lincoln Park
Zoo, city of Chicago

High Priority

7. Definite stakeholders: the bachelor
troop/their immediate caretakers

2

6

discretionary

Legitimacy

Finding Meaning
After completing the stakeholder analysis
using the salient model, key stakeholders
are revealed. Though this is a subjective
exercise that may change throughout
the project implementation, I am able to
clearly identify the bachelor troop and
their immediate caretakers as the main
stakeholders to communicate with and
prioritize.
Following them, I can see that this project
will need the Lincoln Park Zoo’s approval
and acceptance due to their influence
from the AZA and other organizations like
PETA. Their financial department and head
management will also need to be kept in
the loop and informed.
Other entities like the city of Chicago and
zoo visitors will also need communication,
but not to the same extent. Because the
zoo relies on support from its visitors and
tax dollars from Chicago, the project will
have to be validated and marketed to
them appropriately and clearly.
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Defining &
Measuring
Success, Failure
What deems a successful project
and how to measure/visualize this
Success
The master definition of success for this
design would be the successful release
of Azizi into the main habitat with Mosi,
Umande, and Amare. The past several
months have been full of worry and
concern on behalf of the zoo staff due to
the unsuccessful bonding of the troop.
This tension is evident in the actions and
behaviors of the bachelors as well. If this
toy could bring them together inch by
inch, day by day, eventually they would
get comfortable with one another and no
longer require separation.
An equally satisfactory success story
would show the return of carefree,
lower-level playing and the lessening of
aggressive injury-inducing play, even if it
is only amongst the 3 bachelors for now.
Mosi is usually itching for play and Amare
typically avoids it. If they could form a
relationship based on the successful use
of this toy, that may encourage overall
troop cohesion.
Smaller successes of this device would
be at the very least, stimulating the
bachelors with a new and different puzzle.
Though they are surrounded by other
enrichment devices within the enclosure,
none currently pose this type of problem
solving. It would be a great feat and new
path to explore if they are able to learn
and use the toy properly.
Another definition of success would be
piquing the curiosity of the boys enough
to get them over to the fenced divider even if they don’t interact with the toy.
Breaking the physical barrier they have
with Azizi will be vital in accepting him
into the main habitat eventually.
Also, a success would be seeing this toy
fail - thus eliminating it as a tool for this
specific troop for this specific purpose. It
could open the door to more iterations,
more possibilities.

Failure
Failure of this device would be evident if it
is unable to bring the bachelors together
and encourage a cohesive troop. If it is not
interesting to the boys, too difficult or too
easy, or forces them to be closer to one
another than they prefer, it will not work,
regardless of how many tasty treats it
could dispense.
Quantification
Physically measuring the success or
failure of this device should be studied in
3 stages: before installation, during, and
after removal.
During each stage, a spacio-temporal
study of the troop should be performed to
track the distance the boys are from the
toy and how long they stay in that zone.
This information would need to be logged
regularly, perhaps every ten minutes every
day. Information points would include
each male’s location and how long they
stay in a particular zone.
After a month or so in each stage,
durations and proxemics should be
compared using a stacked bar graph,
shown on the following page. This type of
graph makes visual assessment of data
easy and efficient. A shift from public
distance to intimate distance should be
evident, or vice versa.
Actual data logging should be done with
the Proxemics Target, also diagrammed
on the following page. It is clear, easy to
reproduce, and could be translated into
an interactive application for a tablet or
smart phone.
Success would be measurable data
showing the males spending more time in
closer proximity to the toy, and thus each
other.
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Defining &
Measuring
Success, Failure
What deems a successful project
and how to measure/visualize this
Measures
I completed two spacio-temporal observations and was able to hypothesize the gorilla’s
use of space and physical distance. Similar to humans, gorillas recognize space and its
use as part of culture and communication. For the bachelors, I was able to note 3 zones:
intimate, social, and public. Intimate space is defined as the zone in which the gorillas
touch one another with more than just a hand or arm. This could mean close cuddling
or brushing shoulders while walking. Social space is the casual distance at which the
gorillas perform most of their activities. This is usually an arm’s length for them and
regarded as politely close. Public space is the distance at which gorillas are no longer
within arm’s reach of one another. This distance was observed when a member of the
troop was cast out or when one wanted to demonstrate status. The diagram below
provides a tool to tie these proxemics and the toy installation together.
Proxemics Target
Each bachelor is to be logged with location and duration. Results are then
translated to the bar chart on the left, examples shown.

Week 4
Week 5
Az M Am U Az M Am U

Stacked Bar Chart
Shows successful progression of
bachelors over time.

Am
0:30

M

Week 3
Az M Am U

X

Toy 0:15
U

Week 1
Week 2
Az M Am U Az M Am U

Az
1:20

fence

1:00

Time spent in each zone

0-12”

12-36”

intimate

social

36+”
public
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Stakeholder
Analysis
Users impacted most by design
concept implementation
Stakeholder Analysis, another look
Based on models from Bryson 1995
Those internal or external entities possibly affected by project:

1 Mosi, Umande, Amare, Azizi
2 Keepers
3 Lincoln Park Zoo management & financial department
4 Visitors
5 City of Chicago / Mayor
6 Researchers
7 Other zoos / gorillas
8 PETA
9 Association of Zoos & Aquariums

HIGH

HIGH

2

Meet their needs

8
7

Least important

1

Key players

3

5

LOW

power/influence

LOW

4

9
6

Show consideration

state/importance
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Field Notes
28 August 2012
Bachelors Mosi and Umande
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Field Notes
28 August 2012
Bachelors Mosi and Umande
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Field Notes
28 August 2012
Bachelors Mosi and Umande
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Field Notes
28 August 2012
Bachelors Mosi and Umande
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Field Notes
4 September 2012
Bachelors Mosi and Umande
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Field Notes
4 September 2012
Bachelors Mosi and Umande
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Field Notes
4 September 2012
Bachelors Mosi and Umande
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Field Notes
11 September 2012
Bachelors Amare and Azizi

Dry Riverbed Valley Enclosure

Fenced
Opening

Fenced
Opening

- Amare spent most of
his time either in the
corner (yellow) or up in the
hammock (blue)

Glass

Door to Outdoor Habitat

Visitor
viewing area

Door to Outdoor Habitat
My 2nd post
My post

Visitor
viewing area
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Field Notes
11 September 2012
Bachelors Amare and Azizi
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Field Notes
11 September 2012
Bachelors Amare and Azizi
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Field Notes
11 September 2012
Bachelors Amare and Azizi
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Field Notes
11 September 2012
Bachelors Amare and Azizi
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Field Notes
11 September 2012
Bachelors Amare and Azizi
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Field Notes
18 September 2012
Amare, Mosi, Umande - Azizi at end

Outdoor portion of Dry Riverbed Valley

- Yellow areas are where Mosi
spent most of his time

Rock Area

Glass

Door to Outdoor Habitat

Bamboo
Spears

Tree &
Stump Area

Door to Outdoor Habitat

Stream
Ravine

Visitor
viewing area
inside

My post

Visitor
viewing area
outside
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Field Notes
18 September 2012
Amare, Mosi, Umande - Azizi at end
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Field Notes
18 September 2012
Amare, Mosi, Umande - Azizi at end
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Field Notes
18 September 2012
Amare, Mosi, Umande - Azizi at end
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Field Notes
18 September 2012
Amare, Mosi, Umande - Azizi at end
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Field Notes
20 October 2012
Bachelor troop
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Field Notes
20 October 2012
Bachelor troop
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Field Notes
20 October 2012
Bachelor troop
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Field Notes
23 October 2012
Bachelor troop
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Field Notes
23 October 2012
Bachelor troop
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Field Notes
23 October 2012
Bachelor troop
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Field Notes
23 October 2012
Bachelor troop
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